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1. Publishable Summary

Project Objectives 

The project goal is to design and build mobile applications that approach human performance in 

conversational interaction, specifically in terms of the interactional skills needed to do so, such as 

recognising and generating conversational speech incrementally in real-time, adapting to new 

information and reacting to new communicative situations. All of these skills will be learned or 

adapted using real data, and used to build systems for voice-enabled interactive search and 

information provision applications. Current search engines work well only if the user has a single 

search goal and does not have multiple trade-offs to explore. For example, standard search works 

well if you want to know the phone number of a specific business but poorly if you are looking for 

a house with several different search criteria of varying importance, e.g. number of bedrooms 

versus bathrooms versus price etc. The latter requires the user to collaborate conversationally over 

several turns. 

To realise this vision, PARLANCE aims to make advances in robust, incremental human-

machine interaction, personalisation, and adaptation.  For PARLANCE System 1, the goal is to 

create a system that is incremental. Traditionally, the unit of speech has been a whole 

utterance with strict, rigid turn-taking determined by a voice-activity detector. By creating a 

system that is incremental, we hope to improve the experience for the user and create more 

natural interactions. 

PARLANCE System 2 investigated aspects of personalised and adaptive dialogue. The project 

targeted the learning of interactional skills for coping with unforeseen concepts thus moving 

beyond the current focus on limited application domains that use fixed, static databases.   

This project was facilitated by the recent development of cloud-based data collection and 

evaluation platforms (e.g. Crowdflower) and by developing and deploying a mobile application. 

These recent advances are particularly timely for PARLANCE, allowing us to more easily and 

cost effectively collect data. Such data collection and evaluations provide a new shared data-

resource not only for PARLANCE but for all researchers working on next-generation natural 

speech applications for which the data will be freely available.  

PARLANCE Objectives 

 O1 Natural flowing dialogue through incrementality

 O2 Personalised dialogue for a given user

 O3 Automatically learning of new words and concepts to facilitate domain transfer

 O4 Hyperlocal search
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Main results to date  

Here, we detail the progress over the 3 years of the project. In the following section, we discuss the 

main PARLANCE results in terms of System 1 which addresses the first objective of incremental 

and multilinguality and then of System 2 which looks at the other three objectives of 

personalisation, adaptivity to new domains and hyperlocal search.  

 

Work performed in Year 1: 

 

 System Architecture design and requirements analysis (D6.1); 

 Evaluation strategy and metrics for System 1 (D6.2); 

 Micro-turn architecture to enable incremental speech recognition and natural language 

understanding: design of architecture and initial prototype (D1.1); 

 New statistical approaches to incremental Spoken Language Understanding (D1.1); 

 Initial architecture of the adaptive Knowledge Base component, including the Ontology 

Manager and the User Model (D6.1); and 

 Geographically aware content discovery (D5.1). 

 

All deliverables and milestones were reached: D1.1, D5.1, D6.1, D6.2, D7.1, D7.2, D8.1, D8.2.1, 

D8.2.2, D8.3.1, D8.3.2 and MS1, MS2. 

 

Work performed in Year 2: 

 

System 1 

 Integration, test and evaluation of end-to-end system (D6.3/D6.4); 

 Development of an End-Of-Turn classifier to augment the Voice Activity Detection (VAD) 

module for improved accuracy and latency for detecting the end of the user’s turn;  

 Further development, implementation, and evaluation of ASR and SLU modules for 

incremental interaction; 

 Development of a POMDP Interaction Manager (IM) and simulator to handle micro-turn 

dialogues and learn appropriate strategies  (D2.1); 

 Development of new statistical approaches to incremental Natural Language Generation and 

TTS (D3.1);  

 Development of an interactive hyper-local search API (D5.2) and a version of System 1 that 

uses the Yahoo API directly from the IM; and 

 Completions of initial version of System 1 for Mandarin. 

 

System 2 

 

 Development of initial methods for the IM to adapt to new domains; 

 Development of an initial version of Personalised NLG; 

 Development of methods for open information extraction that combine shallow syntactic 

and semantic features (D4.1) and incremental construction of modular domain ontologies for 

spoken dialogue systems in open-ended domains (D4.2); 

 Development of an initial version of the User Model (D4.3); and 
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 Development of an evaluation strategy for System 2 (D6.4). 

 

All deliverables and milestones were reached: D2.1, D3.1, D4.1, D4.2, D4.3, D5.2, D6.3, D6.4, 

D6.5, D7.3, D8.2.3, D8.2.4, D8.3.3 and MS3, MS4, MS5. 

 

Work performed in Year 3: 

 

System 1.5 

 Development and integration of a syntactic parsing based SLU module that is 40 times faster 

with equivalent accuracy, along with a new IM policy and more secure Crowdflower 

evaluation platform; and 

 Evaluation showing that there is a significant improvement using a learned dialogue policy 

vs a hand-crafted baseline (D6.7) and that understanding was improved. 

 

System 2 

 Development of neural network models for language modelling for ASR and parsing for 

SLU that improve accuracy, speed, and portability to new domains (D1.2 and D1.3); 

 Development of methods for the IM to adapt to new domains and personalisation (D2.2, 

D2.3 and D6.7); 

 Development of a method of personalising surface realisation (D3.2) and a method of novel 

and domain-transferable methods for automatic semantic slot labelling for NLG (D3.3); 

 Development of adaptive HMM-based speech synthesizer (D3.4) and domain-transferable 

approach to training synthetic voices for target domains (D3.3); 

 Conducted a survey of state of the art with respect to conversational question-answering 

systems and ontologies for spoken dialogue systems, together with an overview of useful 

linguistic and semantic tools (D4.4); 

 Updated the User Model to include information from sentiment analysis (D5.3); 

 Investigation of interactive social search and collaborative filtering (D5.3);   

 Performed end-to-end evaluation of System 2 showing that the PARLANCE techniques for 

domain adaptation can perform as well as a carefully crafted system trained on target 

domain data (D6.6/D6.7); and 

 Development of 3 versions of the PARLANCE app – Mandarin and Spanish for 

demonstration and dissemination and an English version to be deployed in the store that 

works of 3G and Wi-Fi (D5.4, D6.7). 

 

All deliverables and milestones were reached: D1.2, D1.3, D2.2, D2.3, D3.2, D3.3, D3.4, D4.4, 

D5.3, D5.4, D6.6, D6.7, D7.4, D8.2.5, D8.2.6, D8.2.7 and MS6, MS7, MS8. 

 

Summary of results by system 

 

System 1: Incremental 

The impetus during the first year and a half of the project was on the development and  integration 

of core System 1 components to provide an end-to-end incremental system as reported in D6.3 

related to PARLANCE objective O1. This system incorporates all the modules as described in the 

architecture reported in D6.1. The resulting system has a unique micro-turn architecture as reported 
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in D1.1 (see Figure 1). This micro-turn speech subsystem consists of a micro-turn controller that 

uses the incremental ASR output to decide whether to signal a turn change or not. The user turn is 

signalled when a non-filler word is found in the incremental output. While in user turn state, if the 

incremental output offers limited information, the system outputs a short back-channel and stays in 

user turn state. This involved developing fundamental software components necessary to support 

incremental ASR by performing two passes, SLU and micro-turn Interaction Management, as well 

as a separate Voice Activity Detection module (see D1.1 for details).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1. Micro-turn ASR Configuration 

 

The PARLANCE INCremental Dialogue Act (PINC) scheme (see D6.1) was developed, which 

decomposes traditional dialogue acts into smaller units or primitive dialogue acts that can be 

recognised incrementally from partial user utterances. 

 

The NLG component integrated into System 1 incorporates a state-of-the-art surface realiser that 

uses Conditional Random Fields (D3.1).  This prototype extends the state-of-the-art in several ways, 

most significantly through the application of statistical techniques for the automatic optimisation of 

system behaviour and by being more context-aware and human-oriented than current incremental 

surface realisers. A crowd-sourcing evaluation showed this method to have more positive feedback 

when compared against a number of baselines.  

The architecture of the Knowledge Base including the Ontology Manager and User Model were 

defined and a novel approach to ontology module population was developed using dependency 

analysis and a web search engine (D4.2/D4.3). Pattern detection techniques for text-based 

information retrieval were developed and extensive experiments were carried out in order to enrich 

modular ontologies automatically with new attributes and values by mining the Web. Using this 

method, the accuracy of the discovered attribute values for 15 attribute types is between 72-87%, 

using a corpus including 50 snippets for each attribute type. Finally, an improved method for 

bootstrapping relations from a small set of seed tuples was developed, which potentially 

outperforms state-of-the-art iterative bootstrapping methods, scales well to large corpora, and 

requires only minimal linguistic analysis. 

 

As well as creating a search service for the domain as an interactive hyper-local search API which 

was done ahead of schedule (D5.2), there have been key developments in hyperlocal search 
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including methods for discovering points of interest in unstructured text; assigning geographic 

coordinates to a point of interest within a median accuracy of 0.96 kilometres; and categorising 

points of interest with 70% accuracy (D5.1). 

System 1 was evaluated using Crowdflower crowdsourcing platform where 1,774 dialogues were 

collected and annotated. System 1.5 was an improved version of System 1 evaluated in the third 

year of the project. The goal of evaluating System 1.5 was to perform a short evaluation of the 

system with the improved SLU, a new IM learned policy and also to pilot the new Crowdflower set-

up. In this configuration, Gold Standard questions were used whereby the users had to answer the 

code correctly to continue, thus ensuring only diligent users conducted the evaluation. Results of 

System 1.5 evaluation showed how good progress was made, with System 1.5 having greater 

understanding and shorter dialogues than System 1 (16.4 average turns compared to 20.5) as well as 

significantly higher task completion over the baseline for System 1.5A that uses a learned policy. 

Subjective task success was at highest 89% (see D6.7 for details). 

Finally, during the first part of the project good progress was made towards a Mandarin version, 

which involved translating NLG and SLU component and back-end datasets.  

System 2: Adaptation to new domains, personalisation and hyperlocal search 

Work towards System 2 objectives (O2, O3 and O4) continued into Year 3 and excellent progress 

was made, particularly with respect to adapting to new domains. With the advice of expert 

reviewers, the project did shift emphasis more towards mobile applications and collecting real data. 

PARLANCE mobile applications had been developed for English, Mandarin and Spanish. 

However, these apps use third party Google TTS/ASR and did not allow for evaluation of the full 

functionality of the PARLANCE system and, in addition, did not allow for recording of the 

dialogues and proper logging. A framework was, therefore, developed for English that used audio 

compression to communicate with the PARLANCE server. The PARLANCE mobile application- 

“Speak&Eat” San Francisco” was put on the Google Store for the general public to use (See Figure 

2 for screenshots). Much effort was put into making this application robust enough for public use 

and allowing multiple instances of the system to run. In addition, hyper-local features were 

integrated into the mobile application and were used to optimise search results (O4). 

Figure 2: Speak&Eat: final version of the English mobile application 
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With regards adaptive ASR and SLU, neural network models were trained on large open-domain 

datasets to improve the ability of models trained on one domain to adapt well to a new domain 

(O3).  For ASR, recurrent neural networks trained as large-vocabulary language models were 

combined with training on a narrow domain to improve robustness when applied to related but new 

domains (D1.3).  For SLU, the neural network word representations (called embeddings) were 

trained on large open-domain datasets inside the neural network parsing model trained on a narrow 

domain.  These word embeddings helped the SLU understand terminology from a new domain that 

was not in the training data.  A redesign of the SLU model even allowed it to output novel semantic 

terms by using word embeddings to represent these terms (D1.3).  These innovations for 

adaptability were combined with advances in the basic ASR and SLU models that also improved 

accuracy and speed (D1.2).  

 

The Interaction Manager was expanded to quickly learn how to talk about new concepts using its 

knowledge of the existing concepts (O3). The problem is two-fold, the Interaction Manager must be 

able to accurately maintain belief over new concepts and adapt its policy to be able to maintain the 

conversation about the new concepts. Three ontologies of increasing complexity were generated in 

collaboration with WP4 and an incremental scheme was adopted, which enables the domain of the 

Interaction Manager to be repeatedly extended by recursively specifying priors in Gaussian 

processes. The consortium showed that it is possible to effectively double the number of concepts or 

attribute types understood by a system providing restaurant information using only 1,000 adaptation 

dialogues with real users (see D2.2 for further details). This was shown to have no significant 

difference in performance compared to a TopBound system trained for the expanded domain for 

complex dialogues for objective Task Completion (D6.7). 

 

With regards the system being able to talk about new concepts, a statistical surface realiser was 

trained from unlabelled data (utterances in raw text) through automatic semantic annotation for easy 

domain adaptation. A subjective evaluation reported that training it from unlabelled data can 

generate as good results as training it from labelled data. In the end-to-end evaluation, this was also 

shown to have no significant differences compared to the TopBound system for objective Task 

Completion (D6.7). Regarding speech synthesis, an in-domain corpus was developed for expressive 

speech synthesis targeted to the application, and an expressive HMM voice was trained (D3.4). 

 

Finally, a survey of the state of the art with respect to conversational question-answering systems 

and ontologies for spoken dialogue systems was conducted, together with an overview of useful 

linguistic and semantic tools (D4.4). In addition to this work, the consortium provided a method for 

dealing with vagueness in relation to question-answering systems.  

 

In terms of personalisation (O2), the consortium developed a schema for a User Model and 

extended it to handle sentiment analysis for a finer-grained detection of user preferences and 

provided a User Model similarity metric and a framework for integration of vague concepts. In 

terms of personalising interaction, the Interaction Manager policy trained on a simulated user was 

shown to be improved via interaction with real users showing the capability of the system to adapt 

to different users. This personalised Interaction Manager significantly outperforms the standard 

manager when tested with users with clear preferences in simulation. With regards personalised 

NLG for System 2, the consortium showed that one can entrain the system to reflect stylistic 

features of the user. Specifically, a statistical surface realiser was trained from stylistic sentences 
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and user ratings in three dimensions (naturalness, colloquialism, and naturalness). A subjective 

evaluation reported that the generated styles are recognisable to human judges and therefore would 

be useful in an end-to-end system.  

In terms of end-to-end evaluations for System 2, the consortium evaluated 3 variants of System 2 

enabling comparison of IM and NLG modules (see D6.7). These variants were compared against a 

TopBound system trained on data on the extended domain. Here, the consortium met the 

PARLANCE objectives by showing no significant differences for objective Task Completion as 

well as no significant differences perceived for complex tasks in terms of answers to four subjective 

questions. Subjective Task Completion was between 88-95%. Automatically calculated Task 

Completion was a lot lower than this, however, it has been shown that this metric should really be 

hand-labelled as subjects do have a tendency to change their goals, which is not captured by the 

Task Completion script (see D6.4). Nevertheless this metric can be used to compare systems. 

Finally, the adaptive systems actually have shorter dialogues than the TopBound system. In terms of 

evaluation of personalisation, as mentioned above, it was shown that it is possible to effectively 

personalise both surface realisation and interaction policy to a user with good results. However, 

emphasis was shifted more towards a mobile application that can be used to evaluate aspects of 

personalisation “In the Wild” with real users doing real tasks.  

Summary of final results 

In summary, PARLANCE has made progress in the field in modules ASR, SLU, IM, NLG, TTS, 

search and dynamic modular ontologies. In terms of incremental dialogues, the consortium was able 

to develop a system that flowed more naturally and allowed for barge-ins. One barrier to wide 

spread adoption of Spoken Dialogue Systems is their domain specificity and the steep curve to 

transfer to new domains. This issue was successfully addressed by developing algorithms that allow 

for boot strapping onto existing data or systems, with comparable performance to carefully crafted 

systems for the extended domain. With regards personalisation, we have shown through component 

development and evaluation, much potential for systems to be able to adapt to the person they are 

interacting with. 

Finally, we have developed a suite of apps in three languages that take advantage Yahoo’s API for 

hyperlocal search through dialogue and multimodal interaction. We have developed a number of 

integrated end-to-end prototypes, which have been evaluated and compared to competitive baselines 

with excellent results. The dialogues from these evaluations have fed into a rich data repository, 

which is available to the community. The consortium feels that they have met the objectives of the 

project with no deviations and look forward to contributing further to the field through the mobile 

application, which will remain on the store collecting further data. 

Potential impact and use 

PARLANCE technology has the potential to become embedded in everyday life for millions of 

people. As the amount of information on the web increases at a huge rate, in the near future, 

interactive, personalised search will be a key medium to digest and explain this information to the 

overwhelmed user. Natural, interactive search will provide vital conversational information access 

to many sectors of the population. 
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The PARLANCE programme targeted significant impact in the scientific community and in 

commercial applications of speech technology. Through its work on incrementality, data-driven 

techniques and adaptivity, it will enhance the naturalness of spoken dialogue systems, making them 

more likely to be adopted in everyday life.  In addition, PARLANCE moves away from the 

traditional method of creating systems, reducing development costs and time-to-market, and 

stimulating innovation and expanding markets. PARLANCE is also expected to have a significant 

impact on the European competitive position in a multilingual digital market by providing improved 

services to citizens.  

Towards the end of the project, some of the consortium partners initiated contacts with industry 

with the objective of exploiting the PARLANCE technology. Specifically, potential exploitation 

paths include spin-out companies, integrating the technology into existing products of our industry 

partners and applying for follow-on funding through government bodies. 
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Overview of Data repository 

Access to the data repository is by request though this website –linked from main PARLANCE 

website: https://sites.google.com/site/parlanceprojectofficial/home/datarepository 

Dataset System Num total 

Utterance

s 

(System 

and User) 

Attributes 

(# values 

Hand-

annotation 

Notes 

SFCore 1 ~4,800 food(59), 

area(155), 

pricerange(

3) 

Word 

transcription, 

task success, 

Dialogue Acts/ 

Semantics,DB 

translated for 

Mandarin and 

Spanish 

End-to-End Eval 

SFCore1.5 1.5 ~10,000 food(59), 

area(155), 

pricerange(

3) 

None End-to-End Eval 

SFExt SF1Ext 2 ~8,000 SFCore+ 

near(39) 

Dialogue Acts/ 

Semantics 

Data used for 

algorithm dev of 

a number of 

modules 
SF2Ext 2 ~6,500 SF1Ext + 

allowedfork

ids (2) 

Dialogue Acts/ 

Semantics 

SF3Ext 2 ~6,300 SF2Ext + 

goodformea

l(4) 

Dialogue Acts/ 

Semantics 

SFExtEval 2 ~15,000 as SFExt Word 

transcription 

End-to-End Eval 

Spacebook N/A ~1,700 N/A Dialogue Acts/ 

Semantics, turn-

taking features 

Leveraged for 

Task 3.1 

SFExt_generic 2 ~9,000 as SFExt None Data used for 

algorithm dev for 

Task 2.2 
SFExt_generic1 2 ~8,000 as SFExt None 

SFExt_generic2 2 ~8,200 as SFExt None 

SFExt_scratch 2 ~9,200 as SFExt None 

SFExt_scratch1 2 ~9,500 as SFExt None 

SFExt_scratch2 2 ~10,000 as SFExt None 

https://sites.google.com/site/parlanceprojectofficial/home/datarepository
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Figure 3: Project Logo 

 

Project website: http://www.PARLANCE-project.eu 

Contact: Helen Hastie (Coordinator): h.hastie@hw.ac.uk 

 

 

 




